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Department of Geoscience

SPRING AWARDS Banquet

The Mendota Room
Dejope Residence Hall
April 6, 2018

University of Wisconsin-Madison
SPRING AWARDS BANQUET—2018
5:00 pm: Social Hour • 6:00 pm–10:00 pm: Dinner, Program
Introductory Remarks
Chuck DeMets, Department Chair

AWARDS AND HONORS
—Awards to Undergraduate Students—
Presenter, Clay Kelly
• The Wasatch-Uinta Field Camp Scholarships
  Funding, Wasatch-Uinta Field Camp: Jordan Altekruse; Jacob Babcock; Melissa Beck; Andrew Belot; Nate Boehler; Miles Buob; Pat Corcoro; Amanda Feltz; Danielle Gygi; Edmund Howard; Megan Hutchinson; Joshua Kather; Aditiya Krishnan; Mitch Laken; Cailee Luther; Nate Moll; Drae Rogers; Ethan Schafer; Bethany Vanderhoof; Chris Volkert; Jeff Wade
  Funding, Alexander Newton Winchell Scholarship: Aditiya Krishnan
• The Outstanding Sophomore Award
  Annabelle Sobotik
• The Carl and Val Dutton Scholarship
  Lisa NurMarini Mohd Kamal
• The Paull Family Undergraduate Scholarships
  Cailee Luther; Jenelle Wempner
• The Lowell R. Laudon Outstanding Junior Scholarships
  Renee Olley; William Dougherty
• The Mack C. Lake Outstanding Senior Scholarships
  Sophie Gunderson; Anthony Johnson; Jarrett Smith; Erin Zimmerman
• The Laurence Dexter Environmental Scholarship
  Jeffrey Wade
• The Eugene Cameron Scholarship
  Claire Ruggles
• The T.C. Chamberlin Scholarships
  Nathaniel Boehler; Ethan Heyrman
• The Distinguished Undergraduate Student Award
  Claire Vavrus
—Awards to Graduate Students—
Presenter, Steve Meyers
• The William H. & Virgie Twenhofel Student Award
  Andrew Walters
• The Stanley A. Tyler Excellence in Teaching Awards
  Cameron Batchelor; Charlotte Bate; Sarah Bremmer; Jeremy Patterson; Daniel Segessenman
• The Thomas E. Berg Excellence in Teaching Award
  Laura Schachter
• The Albert & Alice Weeks Outstanding Student Research Paper Awards
  Nathan Andersen; Tyler Blum; Jacob Cammack; Adam Denny; Bin Guo; Erik Haroldson; Shiyun Jin; Seungyeol Lee; Nicholas Levitt; David McDougal; Jeremy Patterson; Allen Schaeen; Jody Wycech; YaoQuan Zhou
• The James J. & Dorothy T. Hanks Graduate Student Award in Geophysics
  Bin Guo
• George J. Verville Award in Geology and Geophysics
  Scott Hartman
• Orville B. Shelburne Research Assistantship
  Andrew Walters
• The Mark & Carol Ann Solien Research Assistantship
  Bridget Garnier
• The S.W. Bailey Scholarship
  Yihang Fang
• S.W. Bailey Distinguished Graduate Fellowship
  Shiyun Jin
• The Jay C. Nania Graduate Assistantship
  Elizabeth Ceperley
• Kenneth & Linda Ciricaks Distinguished Graduate Fellowship
  Stephanie Napieralski
• The S.W. Bailey Distinguished Graduate Student Award
  Elizabeth Ceperley
—The Distinguished Alumni Awards—
  George Asquith, 2018
  Citationist—Chuck DeMets
  Ron Blakey, 2018
  Citationist—Chuck DeMets
  Claudia Mora, 2018
  Citationist—John Valley
—GGSA PRESENTATIONS—
President, Emilia Cameron; Social Media Coordinator, Cameron Batchelor